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Related News Articles
GrandPad Launches AI-Enabled Virtual Companion for Seniors

02/07/2024

GrandPad announces Grandie, an AI-powered virtual companion.



Passive PERS Dominates CES 2024

01/30/2024

The rise of passive, non-intrusive PERS devices at CES.



Seniors’ tech tools are useful, but they’re still not user-friendly enough

01/25/2024

The tech market for seniors boasts many tools, but not all of them are user friendly. 



Scams against Older Persons Now Increasingly AI-Powered, Report Says

01/17/2024

Says a report from the Senate Aging Committee.



US Centenarian Population Expected to Quadruple in next 30 years

01/13/2024

From 101,000 to 422,000 -- mostly women.
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Press Releases
	 Carewell bags a $24.7M SeriesB

	 Caspar.AI Launches Contactless Vitals & Real-time Bed Monitoring Solutions with Arcadia, Shellpoint, and Melur Meadows

	 ONSCREEN Wins AARP AgeTech After Dark Pitch Challenge at CES 2024

	 CareYaya Health Technologies Advances AI-Enabled Eldercare with Acceptance into Prestigious Harvard Innovation Labs

	 Scrum Studio and Hakuhodo Launch AgeTechX to Redefine the Future of Health and Longevity
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Is This the Future of Medication Management?
 Wed, 09/10/2008 - 21:13 - Laurie OrlovFolks are thinking about how to help seniors remember their to take their medication-- but have they got it right?  Clearly, there's a problem, with a 700% increase in deaths from medication errors at home, and of course the risk from not complying with prescription guidance and frequency has escalated risk of complications and hospitalizations.



category tags: 
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»	Read more about Is This the Future of Medication Management?
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	Add new comment



Day 2 AARP Convention — Jitterbug phones
 Fri, 09/05/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovJitterbug — Simple cell phone (Samsung hardware) — using it is easy — screen is readable, hearing-aid compatible, prompts are clear and doesn’t require a manual to figure out how to get your voicemail. One touch to 911, not linked with any service provider — so none of this ‘You can have a new phone if you extend your contract’ business. No roaming, no long distance, no time of day calling. The company is in the simplicity business, according to one marketer I like that — more technology providers should enter the ’simplicity’ business.
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»	Read more about Day 2 AARP Convention — Jitterbug phones
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	Add new comment



AARP Convention — day 1
 Thu, 09/04/2008 - 12:00 - Laurie OrlovAn overwhelming convention — 25,000 people, every type of service: travel, home care, living environment, health care, motorized chair…you name it. Overwhelming and exhausting. Tomorrow I’ll try to be more focused. So — let’s recap MIT’s Coughlin-Lau “Cathedral Builders Wanted” hierarchy of needs to age in place: from bottom to top — health, safety, connection, contribution, and legacy. So much energy is focused on the first three — almost nothing on the last two.
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»	Read more about AARP Convention — day 1
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	Add new comment



Videophones and elders living alone
 Sat, 08/30/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovSo one-third of elderly adults who live outside of institutions live alone. Many who live alone have no living children or see their children rarely. And 60 percent of those older than 75 years report being lonely. So says a textbook called “Aging: The Healthcare Challenge” by Carole Bernstein Lewis. So what about the videophone? Wouldn’t it make sense that there is a market in videophones for elders?
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»	Read more about Videophones and elders living alone
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	2 comments
	Add new comment



When will a business make money at providing aging in place technologies?
 Mon, 08/25/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovI think the answer to this question is both simple and complicated — and the complicated part is why it is taking so long to see clear results.

Simple — when there is agreement about the urgency, payment model, and target audience among the triumvirate of category providers.

That’s where the complexity surfaces. We’re talking about Home-related industries (interior design, architect, building contractor), information technology providers (like Intel, Microsoft, Honeywell, Cisco), and the health care supply chain.
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»	Read more about When will a business make money at providing aging in place technologies?
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	3 comments
	Add new comment



Healthcare dimension — untapped potential
 Tue, 08/19/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovForrester analyst Elizabeth Boehm just wrote last week about the Fifth Annual Healthcare Unbound Conference — her conclusion, that attendees are frustrated at the lack of market uptake on all of these cool new products, among them wearable diagnostic offerings (CardioNet).
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»	Read more about Healthcare dimension — untapped potential
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	1 comment
	Add new comment



Let’s talk about robots - ready to help seniors?
 Mon, 08/18/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovI have to admit it, but iRobot’s Roomba is just the coolest thing to watch. I love how it circles around the same location over and over, how it plays a tune “Charge!” as it heads for its charging unit, and how clean it gets the areas it tackles. Fun for me — and my geek husband — who figured out where to place the sensors so it wouldn’t crash into my grand piano. And particularly appealing to have it run around under our bed, where we never push a vacuum cleaner. And from reading the reviews, it is endlessly interesting to cats and dogs.
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»	Read more about Let’s talk about robots - ready to help seniors?
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	3 comments
	Add new comment



E-mail device — where are the vendors?
 Sun, 08/17/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovToday’s WSJ’s Mossberg column mentions a device, the only one on the market today, called the Mailbug, which is a text-only terminal for sending and receiving e-mail over a dial-up connection. Costing $125 plus $100/year service, it doesn’t permit exchange of photos (check out Presto and Celery) for that.
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»	Read more about E-mail device — where are the vendors?
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	2 comments
	Add new comment



When doctors do their jobs, the elderly fall less
 Tue, 08/12/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovYuk. A study in today’s NY Times reports that percentage of elderly people who fall drops by 11% if the doctor actually asks them if they are prone to falls — then takes their blood pressure lying down and standing, treats it properly, and then reduces their other medication. How ironic that the doctor who did the study notes she can’t estimate the cost of this ‘prevention’ program because it ought to be part of standard care. Exactly.
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»	Read more about When doctors do their jobs, the elderly fall less
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	1 comment
	Add new comment
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